
Introducing the ICM2812-Kit, the all-new Universal 

OEM Replacement Control from ICM Controls!

A reputation-driven electronic control manufacturer, ICM Controls, is set to release the 
ICM2812-kit, an adaptable OEM Replacement Control Board & an excellent van stock.

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Chicago, IL- 01/22/2024 - ICM Controls is thrilled to introduce the ICM2812-kit, a low-cost 
Universal Replacement Board that replaces over 200 SKUs.

This versatile board monitors timing, trial for ignition, system switches, flame sensing and lockout. 
See the full cross reference information.

The White-Rodgers 50M56U-843 and other popular part numbers are compatible with this Hot 
Surface Ignitor. As an inexpensive substitute for the White-Rogers 50M56U-843 ($150-200) and 
OEM direct replacements, it comes with a set of cable harnesses for easy change.

The ICM2812-Kit Universal Board is designed to ensure compatibility with both LP and Natural. 

ICM2812-Kit distinguishes itself from other controls in the distributor side of the market by offering 

a streamlined inventory management system and a more efficient on-hand solution.

ICM Controls is proud to offer the ICM2812-Kit as a replacement for the 50M56U-843 universal 
board that White Rogers has discontinued. ICM Controls are the exclusive provider of this kit, 

ensuring that customers have a reliable solution for their needs.

The ICM2812-kit is proudly made in the USA and manufactured in a state-of-the-art vertically 

integrated facility in Syracuse, New York.



Stop by the AHR Expo Tradeshow in Chicago, IL to see the Universal OEM Replacement Control 

Demonstration.

To Learn More About Our Universal OEM Replacement Control Boards,
ICM Controls - ICM2812-Kit

About The Company

ICM Controls is a reputable and distinguished electronics manufacturing company with ISO 
Certification. Our expertise lies in producing electronic controls for both original equipment 

manufacturers (OEM) and the aftermarket. Over the course of 40 years, we have built a strong 
market position by continually introducing innovative products and refining our manufacturing 
processes. ICM Controls is committed to "Sustainability Management," which contributes to solving 

social issues such as reducing greenhouse gas emissions through its business activities.
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